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PANDEMIC PRODUCT FAMILY
MIA-YTAv6
THERMAL CAMERA

SCREEN

It can measure the body temperature of 6-8 people in
1 second and detect whether they are wearing a
mask. Our smart body temperature sensing and
analysis system, which gives an alarm when it
detects a person who does not wear a mask and / or
whose body temperature is above the specified
degree, is also capable of generating reports at the
end of the day.
Mask Detection

SYSTEM BOX

High Precision Fever Detection

Audio Alerts
STORAGE

Our personnel follow-up and access control
unit, which enables the personnel to be taken
into the institution according to their health
status with its non-contact fever measurement
ability; Thanks to its web infrastructure, it can
instantly provide alerts and reports to authorized people.

Log Records

FEVER DETECTION SENSOR
FACIAL RECOGNITION

Contactless Access Control
10.1 SCREEN

Contactless Fever Detection

Fast Facial Recognition
CARD READER

Easy Installation

ID-100-BT
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PANDEMIC PRODUCT FAMILY
CLEANMASK-TECH

v1

v2

v3

Camera
Mic
15.6 Ad and
Notification Screen
Fever Detection Sensor
Card Reader
Personalized Mask
Distributor
Hand Sterilization Zone
Optional Hardwares
GSM Module/LoRa Module
Coin Slot
Thermal Reader
Barcode Reader

Our product, which enables the guests
and staff coming to the institution to
take their masks and disinfect their
hands without contact, also has the
feature of working integrated with the
personnel tracking and access control
system.
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Measure Fever

Get Your Mask

3
Sterile Hands

Disinfectant Mist Exit Points

Thanks to its autonomous working ability, it
travels in closed areas in accordance with the
determined route, avoiding obstacles. After
detecting that there are no people inside, it
sterilizes the targeted area with UVC rays and
Mist.
2 Sided Sterilization

Screen

UVC Rays

Disinfectant
Storage

UVC Rays and Mist

Autonomous Working

Human Detection
Obstacle Detection
and Avoidance

Self Charging

MIA-Sterilization Robot
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PANDEMIC PRODUCT FAMILY
MIA-Smart Helmet
It ensures that security personnel can measure the
targeted person's fever in the crowded area and detect
people with suspected health conditions day / night
without contact. In addition, thanks to its license plate
and face recognition capability, it has the ability to
measure feve and report by matching the plate with the
person in the vehicle.
Single Person Fever Detection
Fever Detection in Crowd
Facial Recognition
Plate Recognition
QR Code Mode
Night Vision

It is a suitable solution for all institutions that need
high security measures. In addition to detecting
the metal on the person with the metal detector, it
measures the body temperature of the person
without contact with its thermal camera and
displays it on the screen. It also generates an
alarm when it detects high fever.

Screen

Thermal Camera

Low Cost
High Precision
0.5 Celcius Precision
Multiple Detection
Instant Warning

Contactless

1

Under 1 Second Detection

MIA-Fever Detection Door Detector
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MIA-Density Detection
It can count the persons entering and leaving the
institution instantaneously and can create an audible
alarm to prevent people from entering above the specified number. It can also report human density on an
hourly and daily basis.

Instant Human Detection
Time Based Detections
Audio Warnings

It allows us to sterilize our clothes, which we
cannot disinfect during the day, through the
hygiene tunnel in a few seconds before entering the institution.

Modern Design

Clothes Sterilization

Fever Detection Integration

MIA-Hygiene Tunnel
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MIA-Hygiene Door
Our product, which covers a small area with its
aesthetic design, is positioned at various points within
the institution and allows us to sterilize our clothes in
just one second at the points we pass through during
the day.

Modern Design

Clothes Sterilization

Fever Detection Integration

With NO-TOUCH, you can easily and quickly
perform high-precision fever measurements
with one button.

IR Sensor
LCD Screen

Up Button
On / Scan Button

Instant Measurement

Down Button
Power Button

High Precision

Single Button Use

MIA-NO-TOUCH +
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